
 SELECT 

Select was founded in 2000. Select designs and manufactures, in its premises, dependable wireless alarm 
systems based on innovative ideas, using advanced technology and powerful microcontrollers of latest 
generation. Although recently established its personnel is highly specialised, specifically in radio alarm 
systems focused in protection of both residential and medium-sized commercial and industrial 
environments. R&D department is looking ahead and makes very rapid progress setting new standards in the 
industry. All products are conceived to satisfy the market demands and aimed to assure security and 
comfort. That’s why there are already tens of thousand satisfied users throughout Europe that have their 
houses and valuables protected with a Select wireless Alarm System. Select Wireless Alarm Systems make 
use of advanced technology for secure radio transmission controlled by proprietary protocol; uses quality 
low power electronics components to assure reliability and to extend the life of batteries fitted into 
peripherals i.e. infrared sensors, door/window contacts, sirens … The Control Panels are equipped with a 
back-lit LCD display with an intuitive menu that simplify and reduces the time for installation and control 
procedures -the learning process of peripherals and theirs location are clearly shown- and allows the users 
to get familiar with the features offered by the system. 

The quality of Select Alarm System is guaranteed by a thorough final performance test carried out on every 
single piece of equipment. Select Alarm System is protected against attempts to interfere with the radio 
signals from / to Control Panels. This is achieved using Rolling Code for remote radio controllers and entry 
key-pads, and all peripherals of the system have an unique code that matches only with the one registered in 
the memory of the Control Panel. The charge of the batteries are monitored by the Control Panel and when 
any needs to be replaced it is clearly identified and the location shown on the LCD display. 

Select alarm system is very flexible and allows personal setting modes to respond to different needs of users, 
e.g. panic function, up to three split modes, detection of radio interference, turn ON/OFF by remote 
telephone and mobile. If wanted the system can be kept remotely under control by a trusted installer. 

Aesthetics and ergonomics are also essential arguments of Select products. Shapes of IR and door/window 
contacts are pleasant and available in different colours to blend with any furnishings. 

All Select products are covered by a three year limited warranty, as specified in the leaflet accompanying the 
goods. Select is a young and dynamic company offering alarm systems with outstanding performance to 
detect intrusion, hence to protect homes and valuables from burglars. 

 

 

 


